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The research project proposes an online-controlled robotic process that allows
for grading light in aggregate structures using photometric analysis. It
investigates the potential of designing specific daylight qualities through the
behaviour-based robotic fabrication of the aggregate system. Two key methods
are developed: the digital fabrication of the structure and a photometric analysis
technique which is used as a sensor input for the robotic sensory interface. In its
first part, the paper presents a series of photometric experiments on aggregate
wall- and dome-structures. In its second part, the focus is laid on robotic
manufacturing of these aggregate structures and the interactive fabrication of
specific light conditions. To conclude further areas of research into emergent
design processes with aggregates are outlined.
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INTRODUCTION
Aggregates are vast numbers of elements in loose
frictional contact, which gather to form a whole
structure. They are distinct from other material systems as they can go through solid and liquid states
(Jäger, Nagel and Behringer 1996; Cambou, 1998;
Duran 2000). Although normally used as an add-in
in construction materials, designed aggregates especially can be seen as a self-suﬃcient construction material (Hensel and Menges 2006a and b; Dierichs and
Menges 2012).
The research project presented in this paper is focused on interactive robotic construction cycles for
functionally graded aggregate structures. It investigates the potential of a robotic system interacting

with the material behaviour and creating diﬀerentiated light qualities.
The graded light ﬁltration in aggregates is relevant both with regards to its architectural functionality and quality. However - as opposed to assembly systems where local and global geometry are deﬁned - the modulation of aggregates and their luminance is behaviour-based. Online-controlled robotic
processes oﬀer the opportunity to approximate a luminance target-performance by integrating the material behaviour of the aggregate into the control of
the system as a whole (Dierichs, Schwinn and Menges
2012) (Figure 1).
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Figure 1
Filtered light
through Aggregate
dome structure: (a)
physical
experiment,
Copyright Boris
Miklautsch,
University of
Stuttgart; (b)
photometric
analysis

STATE OF THE ART

METHODS

In the past years several research projects on Aggregates Structures using designed granulates have
been conducted (Hensel and Menges, 2006 a and
b; Dierichs and Menges, 2012; Gravish et al., 2012;
Jäger, 2014). Both, the design of the individual aggregate and of the overall aggregation, have been developed as well as the full-scale construction and oﬄine
robotic pouring of these processes. However onlinecontrolled robotic processes have not been deployed
extensively in conjunction with designed aggregates
(Dierichs, Schwinn, Menges 2012)
Recent developments in online digital fabrication and robotic control are creating novel manufacturing possibilities for architects and designers.
Robots now can be programmed for adaptive and responsive construction methods. The user thus has
the opportunity to create behaviour-based fabrication processes (Rist, Rust and, Doerﬂer, 2012; Johns,
2014). In this context the aim of the research was the
robotic sensing of light as a design driver.

Two relevant methods were developed in the course
of this research. On the one hand a photometric
analysis technique for luminance values was implemented. On the other hand the structures were digitally fabricated by using online-controlled robotic
processes based on the photometric analysis.

Photometric analysis
In order to use light, more speciﬁcally luminance as
a driving force for the digital manufacturing of the
structures it had to be numerically quantiﬁed. This
was done by a digital camera and a photometric software transferring pixel values from the images into
numeric data sets. The method applied here was ﬁrst
developed by Hiscocks [1] and uses a digital camera
to measure luminance. A script is reading the digital
number of every pixel on the photograph, therefrom
calculating the luminance values of these pixels.

Online control
The online-control robotic process consists of an optical sensor - a web camera - which was used to
capture the light in aggregate structures and detect
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Figure 2
Daylight patterns:
catalog of changing
luminance values in
the course of a day

changes in the luminance. The photometric analysis
software is calculating the luminance values, which
were then used in an algorithm to determine the
robot's next move in the construction of the composition. The program is then outputting a KRL script
directly to the robot, making it interact with the structure towards a target light condition. This is making
a light controlled robot manufacturing possible.

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
Initial light observations
The initial experiments were aiming to observe and
record how changing daylight conditions are aﬀecting the luminance of the structure in order to use this
information as driving parameter for the later online
control. A series of small aggregate structures were
build and photographed every 30 min in the course
of a day. The structures had a constant orientation,
thus making them exposed to direct sunlight only for

a few hours, when the signiﬁcant luminance changes
were happening. As the rest of the day the aggregates are ﬁltering only a reﬂection light from the sky,
the luminance values were barely changing (Figure
2).
Another important aspect of the initial experiments was the thickness of the structures. Observations were made with diﬀerent layer thicknesses in
order to investigate how much layer thickness aﬀects
light penetrations. By starting with layer of 50 cm and
then reducing speciﬁc areas to 25 cm, the luminance
on these areas would increase with 50%.

Dome structures
A subsequent sets of experiments was conducted
with dome structures in order to test threedimensional luminance eﬀects. The domes were illuminated from the outside and photographed from
underneath (Figure 3). Diﬀerent luminance conditions were analyzed and modiﬁcation techniques
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Figure 3
Dome structures:
experiment setup

were developed in order to adjust the current luminance of the structures.
To make a modiﬁcation with a digital manufacturing process possible a system for creating target
models was prepared. First a digital representation
of the structure was made and a grid of points was
mapped on it. Every point would act a pixel, holding
luminance information for its location. On that base
diﬀerent luminance patterns were applied. Lines and
points, representing the linear or punctual subtraction, were used as identiﬁers for the greatest modiﬁcation. The points on the grid closer to these locations receive higher luminance values. The further
away from the bright zones the points are, the lower
luminance values they get, creating gradient target
luminance models (Figure 4).
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Figure 4
Target models with
diﬀerent luminance
patterns

Gripper development
In order to prepare the robot for the work with designed aggregates, an end-eﬀector, able to pick up
and drop the particles, was needed. A pneumatic radial gripper was provided however the ﬁngers had
to be designed speciﬁcally for the geometry of the
aggregates. Diﬀerent ﬁnger geometries were tested
and compared in diﬀerent parameters. The most important characteristic was the ability to grab as many
particles as possible and the precision with which
each grabbing was conducted (Figure 6).

Figure 5
Online-controlled
digital
manufacturing:
information ﬂow

Figure 6
Pneumatic radial
gripper equipped
with diﬀerent
ﬁngers for
constructing
aggregate
structures

Online-controlled digital manufacturing
The next step of the research was the digital manufacturing of aggregate structures with diﬀerent luminance conditions. For that purpose the robot was
equipped with the pneumatic gripper.
The mechanisms of the online feedback model
are essentially based on the evaluation of pho-

togrammetric luminance data which are obtained
from a physical aggregate structure. The loop works
in seven subsequent steps: (i) The aggregate structure is illuminated from one side and photographed
from the other one. (ii) The picture is sent to a
parametric modeling environment, performing the
photometric analysis and calculating the luminance
value for every pixel. (iii) These values are projected
on a digital model of the physical structure, where
pixels are assigned to a grid of points, containing the
data for both the luminance and the coordinates of
the pixels on the physical model. (iv) Then the current luminance values are compared to a previously
deﬁned target luminance model. (v) After the maximum diﬀerence is found, the robot receives a command with the location of the point, holding this
maximum diﬀerence and (vi) subtracts aggregates
from this area, using the gripper. (vii) By thinning
the layer, the robot is able to approximate the target
value. This process is repeated in a loop until the target model is reached as closely as possible (Figure 5).
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Figure 7
Final prototype:
oﬄine construction
process

Figure 8
Final prototype:
online modiﬁcation
process: (a) Current
image; (b) Current
luminance; (c)
Target luminance;
(d) Kinematics
simulation; (e)
Real-time
implementation.
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Figure 9
Picture sequence of
the modiﬁcation
steps

DESIGN PROPOSAL

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The ﬁnal prototype of the research was a curved wall
structure, entirely built with the online-controlled
robotic construction system developed. The wall is
initially formed oﬄine by the robot picking up aggregates from boxes and placing them within the construction area to form a doubly-curved wall with even
thickness. The dropping points are created according
to the predeﬁned geometry and divided in layer. In
order to build the whole wall the robot moved ca. 12
000 particles and the process took around 10 hours
(Figure 7).
Consequently the structure is modiﬁed in order
to modulate the translucency of the wall and to create a previously deﬁned graded light quality. The
current light conditions from the photometric survey (step ii) are compared to goal model leading to a
current maximum diﬀerence and modiﬁcation point,
where the robot is adjusting the thickness of the
wall. The process is repeated until the physical aggregate structure's luminance reaches the target value
within a previously deﬁned threshold of 15-20 units
diﬀerence between target luminance and actual luminance. In the prototype presented here, the target
luminance distribution was approximated in about
100 steps, lasting eight hours. A simulation of the
robot's kinematics runs in parallel to the real-time implementation (Figure 8).
The interaction between light and shadows on
the ﬁnal prototype is heterogeneous in itself as a result of the material's diversity and the complexity of
the design. In addition, the system developed during
this research was able to amplify the eﬀect of graded
light in a predeﬁned and controlled way (Figure 9).

Aggregate structures ﬁltering daylight like the ones
developed during this research can be used to create
speciﬁc light modulations in an architectural structure. The whole system can be functionally graded
according to the diﬀerent design requirements.
The method could be further optimized for faster
process and more precise results by attaching sensors to the eﬀector. Distance and touch sensors could
detect real time the behaviour of the material and
ensure that the current movement is not disrupting
the stability of the structure. Optical sensors on the
gripper itself could replace the camera and observe
even the smallest changes in the luminance more accurately.
Further research will focus on modifying the
process during construction itself and on working
with continuous behavior-based rather than goaloriented design models. In case of constantly changing light and environmental conditions the robot
could be programmed to react on these variations
and to continuously adapt its reactions.
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